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                                       Introduction

The commitment to using football as a medium for addressing social issues is the central concern which links the work of Sport Against Racism Ireland (SARI) to the Football for Hope initiative. The integration of young people into Irish society through sporting events and educational workshops has been the core concern of SARI since its foundation in 1997, in direct response to the increasing number of racist attacks perpetrated against the growing non-Irish national population.
This report focuses on the five programmes operated by SARI which have been made possible through funding from Football for Hope and are expected to have a continued impact with renewed support. 
	Soccerfest
	World Refugee Day- Fair Play Cup
	Soccernites
	Count Us In
	Living Together Through Football

While each of the programmes has unique aspects in terms of delivery aims and organisational structure, there are several common themes which serve as the focus of this report.
The use of football to address the issue of racism is central to each of the five programmes, with the promotion of social integration for young people the primary objective in all cases. These young people are from a diverse range of cultural backgrounds but in all cases they are minority populations which have experienced difficulties in terms social isolation, lack of access to sporting facilities, racism and xenophobia in Irish society. The key to achieving greater levels of social integration through SARI programmes is the combination of new and local communities within each of the programmes. This is achieved by working with local sports clubs, the educational sector and civil society groups which share a vision of greater cultural awareness, dialogue and understanding across the island of Ireland. 
In addition to these core values, SARI has a strong commitment to ensuring that these programmes have a long-term approach that is secured through financial sustainability and an organisational structure utilising strategic partnerships, volunteer contributions and non-governmental support structures. Throughout the report there will be a keen focus on the monitoring and evaluation aspects of each of the programmes, particularly how the monitoring undertaken has enabled SARI to deliver on the aims of each programme and how these monitoring processes have informed this evaluation report. 
                                                           Soccerfest
First held in 1997, Soccerfest was established to serve as a platform to assist members of new communities in Ireland to integrate into their local communities and provide opportunities for mainstreaming by developing links with soccer clubs and other social integration organisations. These objectives were realised through the hosting of a football tournament that invited teams catering for marginalised social groups, primarily ethnic minorities composed of recent immigrants to Ireland. The core message of the tournament cohered around a celebration of cultural diversity through respectful competition and a shared love of football. By 2013 Soccerfest had evolved into a two-day festival sponsored by Tesco mobile and involved 630 participants, attracted over 2,500 spectators and secured considerable media coverage
         ‘Chinese Reds’ team, winner of Sari Soccerfest Plate 2013        ‘Galway All Stars’ team, winner of  Sari Soccerfest Cup 2013
As Soccerfest has continued to grow and engaged an increased number of participants and teams across Ireland, the importance of monitoring and evaluation of the event became clear to SARI. Since 2005 the organisation has carried out surveys of the participants enabling an analysis of the demographics of participants, their opinions on the event and the impact of efforts made by SARI for Soccerfest to have a more lasting effect in their communities through educational aspects and services, which increase opportunities for non-nationals take an active role in their local communities. In 2013 this monitoring questionnaire had four main components: personal information, participants’ opinion on Soccerfest, knowledge of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and respondents’ participation in local and EU elections. The final two components arose from the decision to highlight the MDGs as an educational aspect, which arose from SARI’s work with CONCERN and their support for Soccerfest; while the focus on local and EU elections served to offer those involve an opportunity to have their name included on the electoral voting register, to realise their right to vote in local/ European elections. These included:
	“Did you learn anything about the Millennium Development Goals?”
	“Have you included your name on the electoral voting register?”
	“What would make Soccerfest better?” 
     Key Statistics from the Questionnaire
	63% of participants were born outside of Ireland.
	73% of participants were male, 34 % aged between 16-20, 34% aged between 20-30.
	71% stated they were familiar with SARI's aims and goals.                                                              (For full analysis of the 2013 questionnaire, see Appendix 1)

           Positive Outcomes of Soccerfest 2013
1.	An increase in the levels of participation from established clubs across the island of Ireland.
2.	Increased media coverage, including local and national radio and newspaper promotion.
3.	Educational aspects promoting awareness of development and human rights issues. 
4.	Increased feedback from participants on possible improvements for Soccerfest 2014. 
              Participants, volunteers and SARI staff after the completion of the 2013 SARI Soccerfest.
Concluding Remarks
One of the most enlightened measures adopted by SARI to monitor and evaluate Soccerfest was the introduction of structured questionnaires in 2005. These are central to the improvement of the event but have also facilitated this evaluation process from an external viewpoint. As with other programmes the use of strategic partnerships to ensure the events success and sustainability is an important factor. This is evident in the contribution of CONCERN, Dublin Aids Alliance and the sponsorship provided by Tesco mobile as the banner sponsor for a  third successive year. Another important point is SARI’s inclusion of celebrated sportsmen and women to take part in the event, primarily as part of an ‘All Star Game’ but also as referees and as guests of honour, which in 2013 was Olympic silver medallist boxer John Joe Nevin. This focus on gaining greater exposure and promoting Soccerfest extended in 2013 to the creation of a promotional video which highlighted the aims and outcomes of the event and has been a crucial part of spreading the message and awareness of Soccerfest for 2014. The ‘suggestions section’ of the 2013 participant questionnaire has also led to a number of adjustments being undertaken for 2014, in direct response to participants’ reaction and comments.
                                 World Refugee Day – Fair Play Cup

Established in 2010, the Fair Play Cup was organised in conjunction with World Refugee Day through a partnership with the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Office in Ireland. The primary objectives of the event included:

1.	To highlight positive refugee experiences in two ways; refugees positive experiences of Ireland and their positive contributions to Irish society.
2.	To mark World Refugee Day with a multicultural sports event providing a positive experience for young refugees, general public and people working in the refugee/ asylum field. 
3.	To generate positive media coverage for World Refugee Day via media coverage.
4.	To encourage media coverage to extend to popular media such as tabloids through the combination of sports and celebrities, as this is an issue which would not otherwise be covered.

      Players, volunteers and spectators pictured at the 2013 Fair Play Cup

The theme for the 2012 event was ‘Do One Thing’, while the 2013 theme was ‘One Family Torn Apart by War is Too Many’. The number of participants exceeded 160 with 16 teams competing from a range of countries including DR Congo, Sudan, Nigeria, Algeria, South Africa, Afghanistan, Eritrea and Serbia. The UNHCR office met with SARI on several occasions to organise this event and its key objectives were agreed upon, including; engaging with more refugees and asylum seekers, increase participation numbers and media coverage. Participants were recruited through contacts with asylum centres and refugee communities and this joint effort resulted in 2013 being the most successful year of the Fair Play Cup to date, with participation media coverage and refugee numbers increased. 
“This is a fantastic opportunity to bring people together who                                                                           have a love of football and community. The enthusiasm shown                                                                     by the players and spectators was really heart lifting and it                                                                       reminds us of the great contribution refugees make to the                                                                                            countries that offer them protection.”                                                                                                       
UNHCR Head of Office, Sophie Magennis. 

Concluding Remarks
The Fair Play Cup is undoubtedly one of SARI’s most important activities in terms of reaching out to the most vulnerable sections of the community and providing an event which reflects positively on refugee experiences. Young refugees have limited opportunities to participate in society after arriving in Ireland and this event facilitates an engagement with SARI which in turn can lead to participation in their full-time programmes; this has already occurred through Soccernites training in Direct Provision Centres (DPCs) for the first time in 2013. The positive experiences on the day have led to SARI committing to continue holding their Soccernites programme in several DPCs 2014. The lack of questionnaires assessing the participants reaction to the event is again somewhat disappointing, with the UNHCR carrying out its own internal survey, which is quite limited in terms of conducting any meaningful analysis. SARI have offered to carry out brief questionnaires with the aim of assessing the Fair Play Cup in a manner similar to Soccerfest and this would certainly be a positive step towards monitoring the impact of the event on its delivery aims and actual outcomes in 2014.
          Post-match handshakes and celebrations at the 2013 Fair Play Cup. 
                                                          Soccernites
Established in 2009, Soccernites is a youth football and education development programme designed to occupy kids after school by developing football skills and fitness whilst promoting cultural awareness and social inclusion by drawing upon the FIFA Fairplay System. The programme is located in Dublin’s north inner city where the highest percentages of ethnic minorities in the Republic of Ireland reside. Soccernites also benefits from ‘education through sport’ workshops on Sport for Cultural Integration, Physical Literacy and Sportsmanship. The ‘Young Leader’ aspect of Soccernites also offers the opportunity for participants to develop their coaching and leadership skills further with the aim of making the programme more sustainable and exercising a wider impact in the host community through workshops and coaching courses.
   Advertisnment for Soccernites 2013              SARI Soccernites team supporting the ‘No Hate Speech Movement’. 
From an analytical viewpoint there is considerable scope to consider how the monitoring and evaluation of this programme has been achieved. The key to this monitoring process is the questionnaire/ surveys conducted by SARI staff at Soccernites. The questions posed/ themes pursued included:
	How long have you been with Soccernites? How did you hear about it? Do you play with a club?
	Has Soccernites improved your game? If so, how?
	Have the strength and conditioning exercises improved your game? If so, how? 
	As a result of Soccernites, have you made friends with youth from other cultural backgrounds?
	Would you be interested in participating in the Young Leaders programme?
	Can you suggest anything that would improve Soccernites?
	Do you have a current EU passport?
Key Statistics from the Questionnaire

1.	85 % of people stated Soccernites enabled them to make friends with people from other cultural backgrounds.
2.	97% of players stated that Soccernites had improved their game.
3.	62% do not play for a club outside of Soccernites.
 (For a full graphic analysis of the 2012-2013 Soccernites Questionnaire see Appendix 2)

Key themes from the Questionnaire
1.	The affirmation that cultural integration is central to Soccernites
The evidence for this lies in the fact that 88% of participants stated that Soccernites brought them into contact with youths from other cultural backgrounds, and 80% of those participants stating they had, in fact, made friends with youths from other cultural backgrounds. When asked what the most enjoyable part of the programme was, responses included: “Having fun and making new friends”; “Getting to know different people”; and “Meeting new people”. 

2.	The lack of opportunities for Soccernites participants to play elsewhere.
62% of the respondents stated they do not play for another club and consequently, do not have the opportunity to play football in a safe, structured environment which enables participation in competitions and tournaments. These tournaments include Football Fest NI held in East Belfast May 2013 and European Streetfootball festival Belgrade. This means that for many players SARI Soccernites is their only outlet for this kind of participation. This may account for the high proportion of respondent claiming that Soccernites vastly improved their game. For example:      
“Touch, control, dribbling, attitude toward football and overall game (have improved).” 


3.	The desire for more playing time with less training. 
This is the most frequent theme cited amongst respondents among addressing possible improvements to Soccernites. Responses included, for example: “More game time”; “More playing, less training”; Allocate more playing time”. Anyone with experience in youth sports coaching will be somewhat familiar with these claims. However the fact that the majority of participants do not have another outlet to play sports could also be a contributing factor to such a strong desire for “More game time”. 
NOTE: One negative aspect of these questionnaires was the manner in which the majority of forms were completed, with many questions not being answered at all and the overwhelming majority being answered minimally. The level of English of some participants, as well as the context in which the forms were completed (after a strenuous soccer session) may account for this lack of information and should be addressed in future.
                      Count Us In – Schools Integration Project
The main aims of Count Us In are to generate intercultural dialogue and build social capital in and out of the classroom using the medium and universal language of sport. The target groups include youth groups and schools, ethnic minorities, local indigenous and national community aged between 9 and 16. The programme consists of two phases:
1.	The Education module: includes a series of modules tailored for each age group, the SARI ‘Sporting Heads’ and ‘United through Sports’ dvd. Students are introduced to terms such as racism, fair play, teamwork and respect to encourage discussion. The benefits of cultural diversity in a sports context is discussed and broadened to depict the wider social benefits.
2.	Inter-School Sports Day – dedicated to bringing students from participating schools together under the banner of integration through sport, in a safe and fun environment free from racism and discrimination using the language of sport. The Sports Day provides the praxis for the education module and the practice of a range of sporting skills. 
         
From a monitoring and evaluation perspective the Count Us In programme has benefitted significantly from the use of questionnaires in the education module, which enable SARI to demonstrate how they can generate intercultural dialogue by breaking down perceived barriers to integration. These questionnaires are designed for two primary age cohorts (9-13 years and 13-16 years). From reviewing these questionnaires there are several points that demonstrate the value of these educational modules when generating discussion:
1.	The majority of respondents aged 9-12 understood the concept of racism and were able to able to explain it on a basic level. For example – “being mean to someone because they’re different”. 
2.	The students found the activities equally enjoyable, with an even split between over 200 questionnaires between the dvd, flag quiz and jigsaw puzzle, all of which have an educational aspect. 
3.	The focus on bullying and racism as negative actions was recognised by children who described both as “bad”, “not nice” etc, and allowed for racism to be equated with an already understood, negative action.
                   Count Us In Phase 2:  Past Implementation and Future Prospects
Between 2009 and 2011 the second phase of the programme, consisting of an intercultural sports day, was implemented using a clustered approach whereby primary schools which had participated in Phase One throughout the year joined in the sports day to practice various sports (primarily soccer, badminton and Gaelic Games). In 2012 Phase Two was implemented on an individual school basis with a total of six schools participating. In 2013 Phase Two was integrated into the STEMS (Supporting the Transfer of Education and Mobility Strategies) learning package modules on discrimination and stereotyping, and was delivered to ten schools in urban and regional locations. These workshops were classroom based and developed in preparation for their launch at Stormont Parliament Buildings, Belfast, Northern Ireland in September 2013 (www.src.ac.uk/stems/).
          Advertising and promotional material for the Educate Together organisation highlighting its multidenominational ethos. 
In 2014 both Phases of Count Us In will be implemented through a new strategic partnership with the Educate Together organisation. Educate Together is an educational NGO which ‘runs schools that guarantee equality of access and esteem to children irrespective of social, cultural or religious background’. The organisation currently has 68 primary schools nationwide and in 2014 will open its first three second-level institutions with a further five planned between 2015 and 2016 (www.educatetogether.ie). Given the similarities between the ethos of Educate Together and that of SARI, this partnership promises to re-establish the Count Us In programme on a more assured and sustainable footing and is the ideal scenario to safeguard the programmes’ future success. 
Count Us In - Concluding Remarks
1.	The importance of the questionnaire aspect of the classroom module in demonstrating how the children have learned about the core topics covered cannot be overstated. While these questionnaires are somewhat basic they allow a meaningful analysis of how SARI conducts the programme and achieves its aims to be realised.
2.	The decision, in 2013, to carry out Phase Two of the programme in its original form can only be described as disappointing. However, the strategic partnership with Educate Together is an extremely positive step in securing the programme continues with both phases being implemented in their primary and second level schools. While the STEMS modules have continued to grow and are now an integral part of SARI’s work.
                        Living Together Through Football
The Living Together through Football (LTTF) project began in 2010 as a joint initiative between SARI, Glentoran FC, Glentoran Football Academy and ‘Sporting Cromac’. The establishment of the Insaka Football Academy in Dublin and its strong links with Glentoran have provided the platform from which this project will evolve. This lies primarily in Insaka’s foundation as an intercultural club comprising players from the African Diaspora and other migrants seeking to integrate them into society through the power of sport; and Glentoran’s status as a distinctly anti-sectarian club which has adopted a ‘full club’  approach to the UEFA Respect campaign, primarily through its Our Club, Our Community programme. This partnership has focused on generating intercultural and interfaith dialogue by encouraging government agencies to adopt anti-racism and anti-sectarian measures along with social inclusion policies, in the context of the EC White Paper on Sport.
                         Insaka FC – Pictured with SARI Co-Founder Ken McCue                         

The aims of this project have been realised through two key activities; the presentation of workshops on social inclusion and cultural integration though sport, and the holding of tournaments such as the ‘Africa Nations Cup Tournament’, the ‘LTTF Trophy’ and the participation of Insaka and Glentoran in Soccerfest. In addition to this, SARI has made over 20 presentations to establish strategic partnerships with like-minded organisations and political bodies such as streetfootballworld, Football Against Racism Europe, Dublin City Council and most notably, the President of Ireland Michael D. Higgins (March 2012). The core objective within these workshops and presentations is to highlight the individual work of Insaka and Glentoran academies both on the issues of racism and sectarianism respectively, and the successful nature of their partnership to highlight the potential sport has to address social issues. 
            Living Together Through Football – Future Prospects
The LTTF has received considerable attention ranging from media coverage of the teams success in the Dublin football leagues, to academic consideration on their impact on the sport-for-development field (Mauro, 2013; Hassan, 2013) and their successful collaboration with Glentoran FC. The role of SARI in facilitating these achievements cannot be understated as they have been central to the all aspects of the club and its academy’s growth. How all stakeholders intend the project to move forward from this position is defined on two frontiers which combine an active participation in sports events with a continued focus on educational through workshops and Human Rights advocacy. 
Most notably the club and its teams are to be promoted as a best practice model for the promotion of the UEFA Respect campaign through participation in various leagues and tournaments both in Ireland and Europe. Through its membership of the European Network Against Racism, SARI has been the leading advocate in Ireland of promoting sport, particularly football, as a medium to address the issue of racism. The work of SARI in establishing Insaka FC on a sustainable basis which benefits its members and continues to integrate them more fully into Irish society has been recognised at home and abroad (Mauro, 2013). In addition SARI has a distinct focus on the adoption by Sports National Governing Bodies of measures in the EC White Paper on Sport with a particular emphasis on social inclusion which is linked to LTTF through national recognition of its achievements with Insaka-Glentoran to date. 
   Glentoran Academy U-17s and Insaka Glentoran AFC  Kick off the ‘United Through Sport’ educational workshop and exhibition match in partnership with the Equality Commission for Northern Ireland (29th January 2011). 
“The role of SARI in operating ‘Living Together through Football’ proves the need for a comprehensive all island of Ireland anti-discrimination strategy. By connecting cultural integration and inter-faith dialogue….through a Human Rights based approach builds solidarity between the most vulnerable members of society”, Dr. James Rickard, Rehab Group Diversity Officer. 
                              Conclusions
While each programme has unique characteristics in terms of structure, personnel and future prospects, there are a number of themes running throughout each project which inform the recommendations below and are central for the consideration of any future support from Football for Hope (FFH). These include: 
1)	Addressing racism as a serious social issue.
This is a fundamental concern when considering any future funding, given the importance FFH place on programmes addressing ‘social issues that are locally relevant and meet the needs of thousands of young participants and the community in which they are raised’ (FFH, ‘Building a Better Future’, 2013). Each programme clearly addresses the issue of racism directly through arranging events with participants from diverse cultural backgrounds. Most importantly however, is the inclusion of the local Irish community in these programmes so that social integration can occur directly through participation in project events and programmes such as Soccernites, Soccerfest and Count Us In. 

     2)   The ability of SARI to establish strategic partnerships.
Each of these programmes has been established through strategic partnerships with business sponsors, sporting organisations, civil society groups and NGOs. Rather than become dependent on these partnerships, SARI has taken a central role in each of these programmes to ensure that should these partnerships decline they will not jeopardise the sustainability of the programme. 

     3)    The significant contribution of internal monitoring. 
In all instances where internal monitoring of programmes is being undertaken by SARI staff and volunteers, the outcome has been positive in terms of analyzing the impact of the programme and identifying its strengths and weaknesses for future improvements. This is most obvious in the case of Soccerfest, Soccernites and Count Us In, where questionnaire surveys provided ample scope for an analysis aimed at improving the programme for the coming year. 

     4)   The ability of SARI to bring an anti-racist message to a wider audience.
While football is the primary medium used by SARI in addressing racism and social inclusion, there is a distinct emphasis placed on reaching out to other sporting organisations to spread an anti-racist message of respect within sporting codes. This is most notable in its alliance with the Gaelic Athltic Association, the largest sporting body in Ireland and one of the most influential in terms of addressing social issues.
                       Recommendations
1.	Increase in the level of internal monitoring of each programme.
There are two key positive outcomes of the internal monitoring which has occurred in some programmes discussed in this report. Firstly, the questionnaires and surveys carried out on Soccerfest, Soccernites and Count Us In enabled SARI to identify the programmes weaknesses and address the complaints that participants had and, where possible, make the necessary adjustments. Secondly, this monitoring enabled a statistical analysis of the participants and their opinions that allowed for external evaluation which went beyond the descriptive and address core concerns. Furthermore, should SARI seek to highlight its work as a best practice model, a more detailed analysis building on these surveys with follow-up interviews with participants and volunteers would provide a stronger basis on which to expand programmes and create knowledge-share partnerships.

2.	Greater focus on the World Refugee Day – Fair Play Cup. 
While it must be stated that the Fair Play Cup was not the only programme which received comments from participants requesting expansion, with comments such as “More teams, bigger variety of teams and invite more clubs” being a common thread throughout the Soccerfest questionnaires, the Fair Play Cup warrants particular attention. This is due to the fact that the programme targets the most vulnerable members of ethnic minorities, the majority of whom have not been granted permission to live and work in Ireland on a fulltime basis. The conditions in these refugee centres do not allow for the enjoyment of football in the kind of structured, safe and respectful environment provided by SARI at the Fair Play Cup. From an external viewpoint it appears that this event should be expanded to include a larger number of teams and participants if financial and organisational capacity were devoted to the event were increased. Also, a workshop devoted to a particular topic could help increase the events attendance and recognition. 

3.	The importance of strategic partnerships to sustaining SARI programmes.
This point relates directly to the Count Us In and Living Together through Football Programmes, as although the other three projects also benefit from partnerships, they are on a much smaller basis whereby SARI take the lead role in designing and facilitating the programme. In relation to Count Us In, it appears that the future success of the programme is largely dependent on the outcome of the partnership with Educate Together. Similarly, Living Together through Football is dependent on the partnership with Glentoran FC and their mutual interest with SARI on highlighting an anti-racist/ sectarian message. In both instances the future outlook is positive and plans have been made which clearly indicate the programmes sustainability through the next two years at least.
                 Appendix 3 – Further Photos from events involving SARI
 Soccernites team - winners of the FAI5s at the Aviva stadium October 2013.


Winners of Tesco mobile SARI Soccerfest 2013 – Galway All Stars.
James Gill U-13 Fair Play Football Cup – at Tesco mobile SARI Soccerfest 2013.

 SARI volunteers promoted the GAA's Give Respect Get Respect campaign on Sunday, July 7th
 SARI team Football Fest NI at the Billy Neill Centre in Belfast, May 2013.

 STEMS Cultural Diversity in Sport Workshop in FAI/FAS Cabra campus.
Winners of World Refuge Day – Fair Play Cup, trophy presented by former Rep. of Ireland International manager and SARI Board member Brian Kerr.









Colin Smith - Glentoran FC U-17 Captain, Donna Fullerton - Equality Officer for the Equality Commission of N. Ireland (ECNI) and Divin Zola Insaka-Glentoran FC Captain at the launch of a workshop and exhibition match in partnership with ECNI. 
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